H.264 1080P Real-Time HD Video Decoder

Features

- 16-channel 1080P video decoder for IP cameras / 16-channel for a NVR / DVR
- Display one, nine / hex view for a NVR / DVR out of 256 NVRs / DVRs.
- Remote playback on NVR series
- TV wall application
- IP camera configuration by importing database from CMX
- IP camera recall without typing IP address
- Virtual matrix
- Multi touch screen support
- Remote playback
- Remote backup
- Alarm management
- Support iPhone, iPad, Android, Black Berry

Description

LILIN’s innovative, award-winning standalone HD decoder — VD022 is the simple monitoring solution to connect to and display live images from LILIN IP cameras. In locations where only live video display is
required — such as a store entrance, the VD022 provides the solution to connect a camera to your IP system. Without the HD decoder it would not be possible to view camera images on a monitor unless you used a PC or NVR (Network Video Recorder). In most environments this is not a feasible option; there is either no room for a PC to be positioned next to a monitor or it cannot be built into the surrounding wall or ceiling.

The smart solution to expanding your IP system, the VD022 HD decoder allows you to connect a monitor with a single camera or 16 cameras as a quad view. As you can incorporate numerous HD decoders into your IP system it is possible to have multiple monitor locations. The virtual matrix functionality of the VD022 standalone HD decoder also allows the viewing of NVRs (Network Video Recorder) and DVRs (Digital Video Recorder) from a remote location. Just by adding the device to your existing LILIN system and connecting to a HDMI monitor it is possible to view your 16-channel NVR/DVRs and HD IP cameras.